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Abstract

Global session types prevent participants from waiting for never coming mes-
sages. Some interactions take place just for the purpose of informing receivers
that some message will never arrive or the session is terminated. By decom-
posing a big global type into several light global types, one can avoid such kind
of redundant interactions. This work proposes a framework which allows to
easily decompose global types into light global types, preserving the interaction
sequences of the original ones but for redundant interactions.
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1. Introduction

Since cooperating tasks and sharing resources through communications un-
der network infrastructures (e.g. clouds, large-scale distributed systems, etc.)
have become the norm and the services for communications are growing with
increasing users, it is a need to give programmers an easy and powerful pro- 5

gramming language for developing interaction-based software applications. For
this aim, Scribble [2], a communication-based programming language built upon
the theory of global types [3, 4], is introduced. A developer can use Scribble
as a tool to code a global protocol, which stipulates any local endpoints (i.e.
local applications) participating in it. The merits of global types, which de- 10

scribe global protocols, are (1) giving all local participants a clear map of what
events they are involved in and what are the behaviours for those events, and
(2) efficiently exchanging, sharing, and maintaining communication plans across
platforms.

1.1. Motivation 15

However, global types do not ensure an efficient communication program-
ming. The scenario of a global communication can be very complex, so it
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Figure 1: Nested Communications among req (i.e. the requester), map, issuer, and store.

becomes a burden for programmers to code interactions to satisfy protocols. At
runtime, the cost for keeping all resources ready for a long communication and
for maintaining the safety of the overall system can increase a lot.20

Consider the global scenario, shown in Figure 1, which describes how a gift
requester can get a key (with her identity) to fetch a wanted gift. Assume
identity, guide, key, and gift are abstract type names, which can be types of
string (denoted by Str), integer (denoted by Int), or bool (denoted by Bool).
In order to get the key, she needs to get a guide from map for finding the25

key (communication labelled reqGuide). If the requester successfully gets the
guide, she then proceeds to ask issuer for the key (communication labelled
reqKey), and she can ask store for the gift with the given key (communication
labelled reqGift); otherwise, she does not have the right to ask for it. First, it
is not efficient nor economic to involve issuer and store at the stage while30

the requester negotiates with map (i.e. the guide provider) because issuer and
store have nothing to do at this phase. Secondly, it will be no need to invoke
issuer and store if the requester fails to get the guide (i.e. map replies req

with noGuide()).
The dashed arrows are needed only because both issuer and store are35

invoked when the communication starts. They are used to inform issuer and
store to terminate. If we do not invoke issuer and store at the beginning,
these interactions represented by dashed lines are redundant : they become
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Figure 2: Separated Communications for req, map, issuer, and store

unnecessary. If issuer is only invoked as the requester gets a guide (of type
guide) from map, and store is only invoked as the requester gets the key (of 40

type key) from issuer, as shown in Figure 2, the interactions become simpler
and more readable.

1.2. Approach

With this motivation, [1] proposes light global types and a method for light-
ening global types through deleting redundant interactions and, at the same 45

time, generating a set of light global types to keep the communications which
are parts of the original protocol (described by a global type). In this way a
communication protocol and its participants are invoked only when needed.

We use calls to switch from one communication protocol to another and to
keep the same traces of processes when the branch yesGuide, yesKey, or yesGift 50

is selected. As Figure 2 shows, we let a communication protocol La specify the
interactions for getting guide, and another protocol Lb specify the interactions
for getting key with guide. Both guide and key are knowledge gained from these
interactions. guide (i.e. a value of type guide) bridges La and Lb as it is gained
in La and used in Lb. The requester then uses key, if she successfully got it 55
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G =
req→ map : reqGuide(identity).
map→ req :
{ yesGuide(guide).
req→ issuer : reqKey(guide).
issuer→ req :
{ yesKey(key).
req→ store : reqGift(key).
store→ req :
{ yesGift(gift).end,noGift().end},
noKey().
req→ store : noKey().end},

noGuide().
req→ issuer : noGuide().
req→ store : noGuide().end }

D = {a = La, b = Lb, c = Lc}

a =
req→ map : reqGuide(identity).
map→ req :
{ yesGuide(guide). req calls b,

noGuide().end}

b =
req→ issuer : reqKey(guide).
issuer→ req :
{ yesKey(key). req calls c,

noKey().end}

c =
req→ store : reqGift(key).
store→ req :
{ yesGift(gift).end,

noGift().end}

Figure 3: Viewing Interactions As a Whole or As Separated but Related Ones.

in Lb, to gain the wanted gift. Let the communication protocol Lc implement
these final interactions.

As standard we use global types [3, 4] to describe interaction protocols,
adding a calls command and declarations for relating protocols. We dub light
global types the global types written in the extended syntax. In Figure 3 the60

left-hand-side (LHS) gives the global type representing the protocol in Figure
1 and the right-hand-side (RHS) gives the global types representing the proto-
cols in Figure 2. The difference is in viewing all interactions as one scenario or
viewing the interactions as three separated scenarios, connected by commands
calls. As usual store → req : {yesGift(gift).end,noGift().end} models a com-65

munication where store sends req either the label yesGift and a value of type
gift or the label noGift; in both cases end finishes the interaction. The construct
req calls b indicates that participant req will take care of continuing the inter-
action following the light global type associated to name b. Note that, although
the processes following the LHS and RHS global types in Figure 3 have different70

behaviours as shown in Figure 1 (where map, issuer and store are all invoked
at the same time) and Figure 2 (where map, issuer and store are invoked at
different calls), all processes will do essentially the same job no matter which
branches have been selected. In other words, as the requester gives the same
input to the LHS and RHS maps, the following communications of the LHS and75

RHS req, map, issuer and store are the same, but for the redundant ones.
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protocol getAll
(role req, role map,
role issuer, role store){

reqGuide(identity) from req to map;
choice at map{

yesGuide(guide) from map to req;
reqKey(guide) from req to issuer;
choice at issuer{

yesKey(key) from issuer to req;
reqGift(key) from req to store;
choice at store{

yesGift(gift) from store to req;
} or {

noGift() from store to req;
}

} or {
noKey() from issuer to req;
noKey() from req to store;

}
} or {

noGuide() from map to req;
noGuide() from req to issuer;
noGuide() from req to store;

}
}

protocol getGuide (role req, role map){
reqGuide(identity) from req to map;
choice at map{

yesGuide(guide) from map to req;
run protocol
getKey(role req, role issuer) at req;

} or {
noGuide() from map to req;

}
}

protocol getKey (role req, role issuer){
reqKey(guide) from req to issuer;
choice at issuer{

yesKey(key) from issuer to req;
run protocol
getGift(role req, role store) at req;

} or {
noKey() from issuer to req;

}
}

protocol getGift (role req, role store){
reqGift(key) from req to store;
choice at store{

yesGift(gift) from store to req;
} or {

noGift() from store to req;
}

}

Figure 4: Scribble for protocols getAll (LHS) and getGuide, getKey, and getGift (RHS).

The set of light global types associated to the names a, b and c describes the
protocols given by the global type G.

Lightening eases the system costs by removing the interactions which only
inform endpoints to terminate or which will not affect their following interac- 80

tions. We call redundant such communications. In the example the communi-
cations req → store : noKey() and req → issuer : noGuide().req → store :
noGuide() are redundent. Moreover, lightening prevents both local participants
and the global network from wasting resources, e.g. keeping online or waiting
for step-by-step permissions. 85

Features of lightening become clearer by looking at the Scribble code im-
plementing the global types in Figure 3, see Figure 4. The keywords are bold.
In Scribble, after the keyword protocol one writes the protocol’s name and
declares the roles involved, then the body implements the interactions. The
LHS of Figure 4 shows the Scribble code corresponding to the global type G. 90

Although the code is for a simple task, it is complicated since there are three
nested choices. On the contrary, the RHS of Figure 4 clearly illustrates the
steps for getting a gift in three small protocols (corresponding to the light global
types associated to a, b, c, respectively), which are separated but linked (by run
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and at) for preserving the causality. Note that Scribble allows not to declare95

issuer in getGuide (role req, role map). As explained before, issuer is only
invoked by run protocol getKey(role req, role issuer) at req. Similarly, we
do not declare store in protocol getKey (role req, role issuer).

1.3. Contributions

This work extends [1] by improving and simplifying the lightening functions100

and by adding:

1. Local types (Definition 3) as projections of light global types and rules of
projection (Definition 5).

2. A calculus of asynchronous processes implementing light global types (Fig-
ure 5 defines the syntax of processes, Figure 6 defines structural congru-105

ence for processes and queues, and Figure 7 defines the reduction rules of
processes).

3. A type system (Figure 8 and Figure 9 define typing rules for expressions
and processes respectively) for assigning the local types of point 1 to the
processes of point 2.110

4. We state and prove subject reduction property (Theorem 2) for the type
system of point 3.

5. We state and prove (Theorem 3) that a lightening process (i.e. a process
realising a lightening global type) produces fewer messages (which implies
that it has fewer reductions) than the original one; and those fewer mes-115

sages result exactly from deleting the empty-content messages generated
by redundent actions.

Besides soundness of lightening (Theorem 1 in [1]) that gives a relation be-
tween the sequence of actions (observed by messages) specified in a global type
and that specified in its lightening type, Theorem 3 gives a relation between120

a process welltyped by a global type and a process welltyped by its lightening
type. Theorem 3 also shows that a lightening global type can shape more effi-
cient communications among processes by reducing the production of redundent
messages.

Paper structure. Section 2 introduces light global types, and Section 3125

proposes functions for decomposing global types into light global types. Lo-
cal types as projections of light global types to endpoints roles are given in
Section 2.1. Processes implementing communications described by light global
types are presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the type system which en-
ables calls of light global types. Section 6 is devoted to the proofs. Section 6.1130

shows the soundness (Theorem 1) of the lightening functions, while Section 6.2
shows subject reduction (Theorem 2) of the type system and proves that com-
munications among lightening processes are more efficient (Theorem 3), in the
sense that only non-redundent messages are produced, than the non-lightening
ones. Finally Section 7 discusses related works.135
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2. Light Global Types

Light global types are useful to simplify global types by deleting redundant
interactions (see Definition 9) which may make a session inefficient. We firstly
recall the definition of global types [3], which represent behaviour patterns of
communication protocols. 140

Let r, r1, r2, ... range over endpoint roles, l, l1, l2, ... range over labels, and
a, b, c, ... range over names:

Definition 1 (Standard global types). We define value types, ranged over
S ,S ′,Si..., and global types, ranged over G,G′,Gi, ..., by the following gram-
mar:

S ::= Str | Bool | Int | Unit | · · ·
G ::= r1 → r2 : {lj(Sj).Gj}j∈J | end

S ,S ′,Si, ... include basic types Str, Bool, Int, and Unit etc. with obvious
meanings. The branching type r1 → r2 : {lj(Sj).Gj}j∈J says that role r1 sends
the label lj and a message of type Sj to r2 by selecting j ∈ J and then the 145

interaction continues as described in Gj . Type end means termination of the
protocol. We write l() as short for l(Unit) and we omit brackets when there is
only one branch.

We do not consider recursive global types since redundant interactions can-
not be deleted when they occur inside recursion, as discussed in Example 4. 150

Light global types are global types simply extended with declarations and the
construct calls:

Definition 2 (Light global types and declarations). We define light global
types, ranged over L,L′,Li, ..., and declarations, ranged over D,D′, Di, ..., by
the following grammar:

L ::= r1 → r2 : {lj(Sj).Lj}j∈J | G | r calls a
D ::= ∅ | D, a = L

Declarations, denoted by D, are sets which associate names to light global
types. For example, in Figure 3 the name a is associated with the type

req→ map : reqGuide(identity).
map→ req : { yesGuide(guide). req calls b,noGuide().end }

The type r calls a requires that the set of current declarations contains
a = L for some L. Then role r continues the session by following the behaviour
described in L and she invites the roles in L. For example, according to the
declarations in Figure 3 req calls b prescribes req to invite issuer and to
continue the session with light global type:

req→ issuer : reqKey(guide).
issuer→ req : { yesGuide(key). req calls c,noGuide().end }
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2.1. Local Types and Projections

The syntax of local types is standard [5], but for the types inv〈a〉 and acc〈a〉,155

which are the counterparts of the calls in light global types:

Definition 3 (Local types). We define local types, ranged over T,T′,Ti, ..., by
the following grammar:

T ::= inv〈a〉 | acc〈a〉 | r!{lj(Sj).Tj}j∈J | r?{lj(Sj).Tj}j∈J | end

The types inv〈a〉 and acc〈a〉 need a set of declarations D with D(a) defined.
The type inv〈a〉 prescribes to invite all roles appearing in D(a) but itself, while
the type acc〈a〉 prescribes to accept this invitation.

The sending type r!{lj(Sj).Tj}j∈J specifies that an endpoint needs to send160

a message with type selected from {lj(Sj)}j∈J to r.
The receiving type r?{lj(Sj).Tj}j∈J is dual to the sending type. It specifies

that an endpoint will receive a message with type selected from {lj(Sj)}j∈J
from r.

Type end terminates an endpoint’s actions.165

As usual [3], global and local types are related by projections. Following [5,
6, 7], our definition of projection relies on a merge operator on local types to
gather different branches from the same sender.

Definition 4 (Merge of local types).

1. The union ∪ of two local types is the partial operator defined by:170

(a) T ∪ T = T
(b) r?{lk(Sk).Tk}k∈I ∪ r?{lk(Sk).Tk}k∈J = r?{lk(Sk).Tk}k∈I∪J

where I ∩ J = ∅.
2. The merge t of two local types is the partial operator defined by:

(a) T t T = T175

(b) r?{li(Si).Ti}i∈I t r?{lj(S′j).T
′
j}j∈J =

r?{lk(Sk).Tk}k∈I\J ∪r?{lk(S′k).T′k}k∈J\I ∪r?{lk(Sk).Tk tT′k}k∈I∩J
where ∀k ∈ I ∩ J, Sk = S′k and li = lj only if i = j.

By condition 2a the merge is idempotent. Condition 2b combines two local
types receiving messages from the same role r. The resulting local type includes180

the union of the branches having distinguished labels (i.e. in I \ J and J \ I),
and integrates the common labels (i.e., in I∩J). When integrating the common
labels, condition 2b makes sure that they have the same sorts (i.e., Sk = S′k).

Our definition of projection differs from that in [5] only for the light global
type r calls a, which gives inv〈a〉 when projected on r and acc〈a〉 otherwise.185

Definition 5 (Projection of light global types). We define pj a mapping from
a pair of a (light) global type and a role to a local type. pj projects a (light)
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global type to a role and thus generates a corresponding local type:

pj(r1 → r2 : {li(Si).Li}i∈I , r) =
r2!{li(Si).pj(Li, r)}i∈I if r = r1,

r1?{li(Si).pj(Li, r)}i∈I if r = r2,

ti∈Ipj(Li, r) if r 6∈ {r1, r2}

pj( r′ calls a, r) =

{
inv〈a〉 if r = r′

acc〈a〉 otherwise

pj(end, r) = end

To project a standard global type to its roles, we only need to apply the first
and the third rules in Definition 5. 190

We end this section by recalling the definition of well-formed standard global
type and extending it to declarations.

Definition 6 (Well-formedness).

1. A standard global type is well-formed if it is projectable.

2. A declaration is well formed if all called names do have corresponding 195

entries and all light global types are projectable.

Example 1. Assume r3 6= r1 and r3 6= r2. The following global type is well-
formed:

r1 → r2 : {l1(S1).r2 → r3 : l3(S3).end, l2(S2).r2 → r3 : l4(S4).end}

because every participants know how to proceed at each step. Although the
label selected by r1 → r2 is not visible to r3, r3 will be informed by r2 who
knows exactly which label has been chosen. In other words, r3 only needs to
wait for a message labelled either with l3 or l4 from r2, and r2 will send her the 200

right message according to whether l1 (i.e. then r2 sends r3 a message labelled
with l3) or l2 (i.e. then r2 sends r3 a message labelled with l4) has been selected.

However the following global type is not well-formed:

r1 → r2 : {l1(S1).r3 → r2 : l3(S3).end, l2(S2).r3 → r2 : l4(S4).end}

because, in this case, r3 is the sender who does not know either l1 or l2 has
been selected. r3 can only send either l3 or l4 blindly to r2, who knows the
right branch to proceed. For example, if l1 has been chosen, but r3 sends r2 a 205

message labelled with l4, then there is a conflict at the receiving of r2.
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3. Lightening Functions

This section describes two functions for removing redundant interactions
from (possibly light) global types. It uses lightening, since it adds calls con-
structors and declarations. In Subsection 6.1 we will show that the protocol210

obtained by lightening a protocol describes the same non-redundant interac-
tions.

We consider an interaction redundant when only one label can be sent and
the message is not meaningful, i.e. it has type Unit and it will not affect the
behaviours of the session participants after this interaction. More precisely, we215

define global contexts:

Definition 7. We define C as a global context by the following grammar:

C ::= [ ] | r1 → r2 : {lj(Sj).Gj , l(S ).C}j∈J

and the mapping sender from light global types to sets of roles by:

Definition 8. We define sender a mapping from a (light) global type to a set
of roles who are senders in interactions:

sender(L) =

{⋃
i∈I sender(Li) ∪ {r1} if L = r1 → r2 : {li(Si).Li}i∈I
∅ otherwise.

Now we formalise the notion of redundant interaction:220

Definition 9 (Redundant interaction). The interaction r1 → r2 : l() is redun-
dant in

C[r1 → r2 : l( ).L ]

if r2 6∈ sender(L).

We require the receiver, r2, not to be involved in the continuing interactions
as a sender. In fact if r2 as a sender communicates with other participants in
L, the message l( ) can modify the behaviour of r2.

Example 2. Let225

G1 = r1 → r2 : {req1(Int).r1 → r3 : yes(Str).r3 → r4 : yes(Int).end

req2(Int).r1 → r3 : wait(Str).r3 → r4 : wait(Int).end

req3(Int).r1 → r3 : no( ).r3 → r4 : no( ).end}

then G1 can be lightened. We can first erase the redundant communication
r3 → r4 : no( ). Then the communication r1 → r3 : no( ) becomes redundant,
since r3 is no more involved in the continuing interaction.

Example 3. Let

G2 = r1 → r2 : {req1(Int).r1 → r3 : yes(Str).r3 → r4 : yes(Int).end

req2(Int).r1 → r3 : wait(Str).r3 → r4 : wait(Int).end

req3(Int).r1 → r3 : no( ).r3 → r4 : no(Str).end}
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then G2 cannot be lightened. In fact r1 → r3 : no( ) is not redundant as r3 230

sends a message to r4 in the continuing interaction.

Example 4. An example showing that interactions inside recursion cannot be
erased is the global type

µt.r1 → r2 : {goon(Int).r2 → r3 : goon(Int).t, stop().r2 → r3 : stop().end}

The interaction r2 → r3 : stop() cannot be erased, since this interaction termi-
nates the recursion, i.e. r2 tells r3 that the sequence of integers is ended.

The function L applied to L removes the redundant interactions in L by
decomposing L into separated light global types. The basic idea is that, if one 235

branch contains a redundant interaction whose receiver is not involved in the
choice, then all branches are replaced by calls to new declared light global types.
Therefore the result of L(L) is a new light global type and a set of declarations
with fresh names.

The function L is given by induction on the context in which the redundant 240

interaction appears:

Definition 10 (The function L). Define L a mapping from a (light) global type
to a pair of a light global type and its corresponding D, denoted by (L, D). The
application of the function L to

C[r1 → r2 : l().L ]

where r2 6∈ sender(L) for eliminating the redundant interaction r1 → r2 : l().L
is defined by induction on C:

L(r1 → r2 : l().L) = (L, ∅)

L(r′1 → r′2 : {lj(Sj).Lj , l′(S ).C[r1 → r2 : l().L ]}j∈J) =

(r′1 → r′2 : {lj(Sj).Lj , l′(S ).C[L]}j∈J , ∅) if r2 ∈ {r′1, r′2}

(r′1 → r′2 : {lj(Sj). r′2 calls aj , l′(S ). r′2 calls a}j∈J , D′) if r2 6∈ {r′1, r′2}
where L(C[r1 → r2 : l().L ]) = (L′, D)

and D′ =
⋃
j∈J{aj = Lj , a = L′} ∪D

and aj , a are fresh for all j ∈ J.

When there is no other branch, i.e. when the context is empty, we simply
delete the redundant interaction. In the branching case, if the receiver r2 of the 245

redundant interaction is also the sender or the receiver of the top branching,
then she is aware of the choice of the label l′ and the redundant interaction can
simply be erased. Otherwise r2 must receive a communication in all branches
lj for j ∈ J ; in this case these communications need to be replaced by calls
to fresh names of light global types. We recursively call the mapping L on 250
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C[r1 → r2 : l().L ] and take off the redundant interaction r1 → r2 : l() at the
end. Note that the choice between r′1 and r′2 for calling (i.e. it does not matter
to use r′1 calls a or r′2 calls a) is arbitrary, since, if the aimed (light) global
type is well-formed, L does not affect projectability and hence well-formedness
of the obtained lightened type.255

For instance the application of L to G1 as defined in Example 2 to erase
r3 → r4 : no( ) gives:

(L, {a1 = L1, a2 = L2, a3 = L3}

where

L = r1 → r2 : {req1(Int). r2 calls a1, req2(Int). r2 calls a2, req3(Int). r2 calls a3}
L1 = r1 → r3 : yes(Str).r3 → r4 : yes(Int).end
L2 = r1 → r3 : wait(Str).r3 → r4 : wait(Int).end
L3 = r1 → r3 : no( ).end

Note that, a global type can be lightened through L no matter it is well-formed
or not; this is the reason why we set a condition that, if the receiver r2 of the260

redundant interaction is not the sender nor the receiver of the top branching,
she must receive a communication in all branches lj for j ∈ J because the aimed
global type may not have balanced branches (see Example 1) which are ensured
when the global type is well-formed.

Since the global types in declarations can contain redundant interactions,265

we can light them by applying recursively the function L. This is formalised by
the following function L, whose argument is a set of declarations.

Definition 11 (The function L). Define L a mapping from D to D:

L(∅) = ∅
L({a = L} ∪D) = L({a = L′} ∪D ∪D′) where L(L) = (L′, D′).

The function L is applied recursively to a set of declarations obtaining a
new set of declarations until some of the light global types contain redundant270

interactions. It simply uses the function L to erase redundant interactions.
Notice that we need both L and L since they have different domains.

Finally, if the set of declarations contains declarations of the shape a = end,
we can simplify it by replacing all r calls a with end. This can be formalised
by the following mapping D between declarations:275

Definition 12. Define D a mapping from D to D:

D(D ∪ {a = end}) = D{end/ r calls a}

assuming that D leaves D unchanged when D does not contain declarations of
the shape a = end.

We consider the global type G of Figure 3. The application of L for elimi-
nating the interaction req→ store : noKey() gives

(La, {b = Lb, b
′ = Lb′ , c = Lc}),

12



where:

La = req→ map : reqGuide(identity).map→ req :
{ yesGuide(guide). req calls b, noGuide(). req calls c}

Lb = req→ issuer : reqKey(guide).issuer→ req :
{ yesKey(key). req calls b′, noKey().end}

Lb′ = req→ issuer : noGuide().req→ store : noGuide().end

Lc = req→ store : reqGift(key).store→ req :
{ yesGift(gift).end,noGift().end}

By applying L to {b = Lb, b
′ = Lb′ , c = Lc} to erase the redundant interactions 280

in Lb′ , we get
{b = Lb, b

′ = end, c = Lc}

The same result is obtained by using L to firstly eliminate the interaction

req→ store : noGuide()

At the end, by using the mapping D to replace req calls b′ with end, we get all
declarations shown in Figure 3.

It is easy to verify that both L and D preserve the well-formedness of sets
of declarations, as formalised in the following proposition. 285

Proposition 1.

1. If L is well-formed and L(L) = (L′, D), then L′ and D is well-formed.

2. If D is well-formed, then both L(D) and D(D) are well-formed.

4. Process Calculus

We use e, e′, ... to denote expressions, v, v′, ... to denote values, u, u′, ... to 290

denote both session names s, s, ... and session variables y, y′, ....
Following [5], Figure 5 defines our calculus for asynchronous processes. Pro-

cesses are ranged over by P,Q, ... and communicate by using two types of chan-
nels, i.e. shared channels and session channels. Shared channels, which advertise
communication services, are used by processes for initiating a session or call- 295

ing roles to continue/join a session. Session channels are used for interactions
through actions of sending and receiving within established sessions. We use
a, b, c, . . . (already used as names associated to light global types) to denote
shared channels, since services can be defined in declarations and they can call
each other. Session channels are denoted by u[r], where u can be either a session 300

name s or a channel variable y and r, ri, as before, stand for roles.
Processes a〈s, {r1, . . . , rn}〉.P and â〈s, {r1, . . . , rn}〉.P are for inviting roles

to join or continue participating in a session s. Process a〈s, {r1, . . . , rn}〉.P
starts a new session, named s, by inviting roles ri for 1 ≤ i ≤ n through the
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P,Q :: = a〈s, {r1, . . . , rn}〉.P | â〈s, {r1, . . . , rn}〉.P | a(y[r]).P | a〈s[r]〉.P
| u[r1]!〈r2, l〈e〉〉.P | u[r1]?〈r2, {li(xi).Pi}i∈I〉
| if e then P else Q | P |Q | s : h | (νs)P

e :: = v | e+ e | − e | e ∨ e | ¬e...
v :: = true | false | unit | 0 | 1 | ...
u :: = s | y h ::= ε | h ·m m ::= 〈ri, rj , l〈v〉〉
E :: = [ ] | (νs)E | E | P

Figure 5: Syntax of Processes.

P | 0 ≡ P P | Q ≡ Q | P (P | Q) | R ≡ P | (Q | R)

(νs)P | Q ≡ (νs)(P | Q) if s 6∈ fn(Q) (νss′)P ≡ (νs′s)P (νs)0 ≡ 0

ε · h ≡ h ≡ h · ε m1 ·m2 y m2 ·m1

h ·m1 ·m2 · h′ ≡ h ·m2 ·m1 · h′
h ≡ h′

s : h ≡ s : h′

Figure 6: Structural Congruence for Processes and Queues.

shared channel a, then it continues as P . Similarly process â〈s, {r1, . . . , rn}〉.P305

invites roles ri for 1 ≤ i ≤ n to continue or join the already established session
s.

Process a(y[r]).P joins the session s by playing role r through the shared
channel a. Similarly process a〈s[r]〉.P continues to play role r in the session s.

Processes u[r1]!〈r2, l〈e〉〉.P and u[r1]?〈r2, {li(xi).Pi}i∈I〉 communicate using310

channel u[r1]. Process u[r1]!〈r2, l〈e〉〉.P sends a message with value e tagged
with label l to the process playing role r2 in the same session; symmetrically,
process u[r1]?〈r2, {li(xi).Pi}i∈I〉 is ready to receive a message from r2 tagged
with a label lk for some k ∈ I.

We need message queues [3], since processes communicate in an asynchronous315

way. h, h′, ... stand for run-time queues, which may be empty (notation ε) or
contain messages ranged over m,m′, .... A message m has a shape 〈r1, r2, l〈v〉〉
for delivering a value: this message is sent from r1 to r2 with content v tagged
with label l. Process s : h tells that h is the queue of session s.

E,E′, ... stand for evaluation contexts, which are either holes, restrictions of320

contexts, or parallel compositions of contexts with processes.

Structural congruence for processes and queues is defined in Figure 6. Fol-
lowing [3] the messages m1 and m2 are permutable (notation m1 ·m2 y m2 ·m1)
if m1 = 〈r1, r2, ∗〉 and m2 = 〈r′1, r′2, ∗〉, and (r1 6= r′1 or r2 6= r′2) where ∗ means
that the content can be any.325

Figure 7 defines the reduction rules of processes.
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a〈s, {r1, ..., rn}〉.P | a(y1[r1]).P1 | ... | a(yn[rn]).Pn −→
(νs)(P | P1{s/y1} | ... | Pn{s/yn} | s : ε) [link]

(νs)(â〈s, {r1, ..., rm, rm+1..., rn}〉.P | a〈s[r1]〉.P1 | . . . | a〈s[rm]〉.Pm | s : ε) |
a(y1[rm+1]).Pm+1 | ... | a(yn−m[rn]).Pn −→

(νs)(P | P1 | ... | Pm | Pm+1{s/y1} | ... | Pn{s/yn−m} | s : ε) [call]

s[r1]!〈r2, l〈e〉〉.P | s : h −→ P | s : h · 〈r1, r2, l〈v〉〉 e ↓ v [sel]

s : 〈r2, r1, lk〈v〉〉 · h | s[r1]?〈r2, {li(xi).Pi}i∈I〉 −→ s : h | Pk{v/xk} k ∈ I [bra]

if true then P else Q −→ P if false then P else Q −→ Q [if]

P ≡ P ′ −→ Q′ ≡ Q
P −→ Q

P −→ P ′

E[P ] −→ E[P ′]
[str/ctx]

Figure 7: Reduction Rules of Processes.

The reduction rule [link] is standard [3]. Process a〈s, {r1, ..., rn}〉.P starts a
new session s by inviting a(yi[ri]).Pi where i ≤ i ≤ n. The reduction creates a
new empty queue s : ε, substitutes yi with s in Pi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and makes s
private. 330

The reduction rule [call] is peculiar to our calculus. The processes in the first
line, i.e. the processes playing the roles r, r1, ..., rm, already share the session s.
The processes in the second line, i.e. the processes playing the roles rm+1, ..., rn,
instead join the session after the reduction. In this way more roles are added
to an already established session. Notice that the queue must be empty, since 335

a new light global type (associated to the name a) will prescribe the successive
communications.

The reduction rule [sel] says that process s[r1]!〈r2, l〈e〉〉.P puts the mes-
sage 〈r1, r2, l〈v〉〉 (where e ↓ v) in the queue s : h, and then P is ready
for the next action. Symmetrically, the reduction rule [bra] says that process 340

s[r1]?〈r2, {li(xi).Pi}i∈I〉 receives the top message from s : 〈r2, r1, lk〈v〉〉 · h un-
der the condition k ∈ I, and the process at branch lk proceeds after substituting
every xk with v in Pk.

5. Typing Rules

For defining a type system, we firstly define shared environments, ranged 345

over Γ,Γ′,Γi, ..., by the following grammar:

Definition 13. A shared environment Γ is a (possibly empty) finite mapping
from variables to their sorts

Γ ::= ∅ | Γ, x : S

where the notation Γ, x : S means that x does not occur in Γ.
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Γ, x : S ` x : S Γ ` unit : Unit Γ ` 0, 1, ... : Int [T-axiom/unit/int]

Γ ` true, false : Bool
Γ ` ei : Bool i ∈ {1, 2}

Γ ` e1 ∨ e2 : Bool
[T-bool/or]

Figure 8: Typing Rules for Expressions.

We assume that expressions are typed by sorts, as usual. The typing judg-350

ments for expressions are of the shape

Γ ` e : S

and the typing rules for expressions are standard, see Figure 8.

In order to type queues we introduce message types as usual [3]. A message
type M is a (possibly empty) finite sequence of types of the shape 〈r1, r2, l〈S 〉〉:

Definition 14 (Message types). We define messages types, ranged over M, M′, Mi, ...,355

by the following grammar:

M ::= ε | 〈r1, r2, l〈S 〉〉 | M · M

〈r1, r2, l〈S 〉〉 types a message which is sent from r1 to r2 and carries a value of
type S with label l.

Processes are typed by session environments ranged over ∆,∆′, ...:

Definition 15. Session environments are (possibly empty) finite mappings from360

session channels to local types and from session queues to message types:

∆ ::= ∅ | ∆, u[r] : T | ∆, s : M

Definition 16. If dom(∆) ∩ dom(∆′) = ∅, then ∆ ∪∆′ = ∆,∆′.

Definition 17. We say ∆ is end only if and only if ∆(u[r]) = end for any
u[r] ∈ dom(∆).

In typing processes we need to take into account declarations. Therefore
typing judgments for processes are of the shape:

Γ `D P B∆

If L is a light global types with D, we type processes implementing this commu-365

nication protocol using the set of declarations {a = L} ∪D, where a is a fresh
name.

Similarly to the definition of sender, for convenience, we define role to gen-
erate the set of roles in a (light) global type:
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∆ end only
Γ `D 0B∆

[T-idle]

Γ `D P B∆, s[r] : pj(D(a), r) {r, r1, ..., rn} = role(D(a))

Γ `D a〈s, {r1, ..., rn}〉.P B∆
[T-mcast]

Γ `D P B∆, s[r] : pj(D(a), r) {r, r1, ..., rn} = role(D(a))

Γ `D â〈s, {r1, ..., rn}〉.P B∆, s[r] : inv〈a〉
[T-call]

Γ `D P B∆, y[r] : pj(D(a), r)

Γ `D a(y[r]).P B∆
[T-acc-new]

Γ `D P B∆, s[r] : pj(D(a), r)

Γ `D a〈s[r]〉.P B∆, s[r] : acc〈a〉
[T-acc-cont]

Γ ` e : Sk Γ `D P B∆, u[r1] : Tk k ∈ I
Γ `D u[r1]!〈r2, lk〈e〉〉.P B∆, u[r1] : r2!{li(Si).Ti}i∈I

[T-sel]

∀j ∈ I : Γ, xj : Sj `D Pj B∆, u[r1] : Tj
Γ `D u[r1]?〈r2, {li(xi).Pi}i∈I〉B∆, u[r1] : r2?{li(Si).Ti}i∈I

[T-bra]

Γ ` e : Bool Γ `D P B∆ Γ `D QB∆
Γ `D if e then P else QB∆

[T-if]

Γ `D P1 B∆1 Γ `D P2 B∆2

Γ `D P1 | P2 B∆1,∆2
Γ `D s : εB {s : ε} [T-par/-qnull]

Γ ` v : S Γ `D s : hB∆, s : M
Γ `D s : h · 〈r1, r2, l〈v〉〉B∆, s : M · 〈r1, r2, l〈S 〉〉

[T-q]

Γ `D P B∆ ∆ ≈ ∆′

Γ `D P B∆′
Γ `D P B∆ ∆ coherent for s

Γ `D (νs)P B∆ \ s
[T-equiv/new]

Figure 9: Typing Rules for Processes.

Definition 18. We define role a mapping from a (light) global type to a set of 370

roles who are involved in interactions:

role(L) =

{⋃
i∈I role(Li) ∪ {r1, r2} if L = r1 → r2 : {li(Si).Li}i∈I
∅ otherwise.

Figure 9 gives the typing rules for processes. An idle process is typed by an
end-only session environment (rule [T-idle]).

Rule [T-mcast] types a process which initiates a new session on the shared
name a, where a is the name associated by the set of declarations D to the light 375

type which prescribes the communications inside the session. If {r, r1, ..., rn}
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are the roles of D(a), then r invites the roles {r1, ..., rn} to join the session. Rule
[T-call] types a process which invites some roles to continue an already started
session and new roles to join the session. The session environment associates
the type inv〈a〉 to the session channel of the process. A process accepting to380

join a session is typed with the empty session environment (rule [T-acc-new]).
Instead a process accepting to continue a session on channel s[r] is typed by
the environment which associates the type acc〈a〉 to s[r] (rule [T-acc-cont]). Note
that the premises of these four rules require that D(a) is defined and the session
channel can be typed with the projection.385

Rules [T-sel] and [T-bra] are standard for typing output and input processes [5].
Rule [T-par] types the parallel composition of two processes. Note that

dom(∆) ∩ dom(∆′) = ∅ based on Definition 16.
The typing rules for the conditional and the queues are intuitive.

Similarly to the permutation of messages (see Figure 6) we say that two390

message types M1 and M2 are permutable, denoted by M1 · M2 y M2 · M1, if M1 =
〈r1, r2, ∗〉 and M2 = 〈r′1, r′2, ∗〉, and (r1 6= r′1 or r2 6= r′2), where ∗ means that
the type of the content can be any.

We define the equivalence ≡ on message types by:

M1 · M2 y M2 · M1
M · M1 · M2 · M′ ≡ M · M2 · M1 · M′

Session environments are considered modulo equivalence of message types and
disregarding the type end. This is formalised in the following definition of395

equivalence ≈ between session environments, which is used in rule [T-equiv].

Definition 19 (Equivalence on session environments). We define ∆1 ≈ ∆2 by:

1. u[r] ∈ dom(∆1) ∩ dom(∆2) implies ∆1(u[r]) = ∆2(u[r]) and

2. u[r] ∈ dom(∆i) and u[r] 6∈ dom(∆j) with i, j ∈ {1, 2} and i 6= j imply
∆i(u[r]) = end and400

3. s ∈ dom(∆i) implies s ∈ dom(∆j) and ∆1(s) ≡ ∆2(s) for i, j ∈ {1, 2} and
i 6= j.

In rule [T-news], ∆ \ s is defined as expected:

∆ \ s = {s′[r] : T | s′[r] : T ∈ ∆, s′ 6= s} ∪ {s′ : M | s′ : M ∈ ∆, s′ 6= s}

As usual [3] the restriction of a session name can be typed only if in the
session environment the types of the relative channels and of the queue offer dual405

communications. In this case we say that the session environment is coherent
for the session name. In order to formalise the property of coherence, we need
to single out the communication offered by each role to the other ones. This is
done by defining:

1. the projection of a message type on a role, which only keeps the messages410

having that role as receiver (Definition 20);
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2. the session remainder, which erases from a local type the inputs corre-
sponding to the messages in the projection of a message type (Definition
21);

3. the projection of a local type on a role, which only keeps the communica- 415

tion actions having that role as sender or as receiver (Definition 24).

Then a session evironment is coherent for session s if all session remainders
regarding s are defined (condition (1a) of Definition 26) and all projections
regarding s offer dual communications (condition (1b) of Definition 26). A
session environment is coherent if it is coherent for any sessions appearing in it. 420

Definition 20 (Projection of message types). The projection of message type
M on a role r (notation M�r) is defined by:

ε�r = ε (〈r1, r2, l〈S 〉〉 · M)�r =

{
〈〈r1, l〈S 〉〉〉 · M�r if r = r2

M�r otherwise

Projections of message types (dubbed projection types) are ranged over by
π and generated by:

π ::= ε | 〈〈r, l〈S 〉〉〉 | π · π

Following [8, 9], we define the session remainder of a local type T and a
projection type π as the local type obtained from T by erasing all branches that
have corresponding selections in π. Clearly the session remainder is defined only 425

if T and π agree on labels and on types of exchanged values.

Definition 21 (Session remainder). We define operator − as a mapping from
a pair of (T, π) to T. It results a local type after absorbing coming messages at
a local type:

[tr-qnull] T− ε = T

[tr-bra]
Tk− π = T′ k ∈ I

r?{li(Si).Ti}i∈I− 〈〈r, lk〈Sk〉〉〉 · π = T′

[tr-sel]
∀i ∈ I : Ti− π = T′i

r!{li(Si).Ti}i∈I− π = r!{li(Si).T
′
i}i∈I

Notice that the remainder of inv〈a〉 and acc〈a〉 are defined only if π is ε. This 430

means that the queue must be empty before starting the execution of a new
light global type.

In order to represent the communications with a specific role, we define:

Definition 22. Define communication types, ranged over by T, by the following
grammar: 435

T ::= !{li(Si).Ti}i∈I | ?{li(Si).Ti}i∈I | end
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On communication types we define a merge operator, denoted by t, which is
similarly to the merge operator on local types (see Definitions 4).

Definition 23 (Merge of communication types). Let † ∈ {!, ?}.

1. The union ∪ of two communication types is the following partial operator:

(a) T∪T = T.440

(b) †{lk(Sk).Tk}k∈I∪ † {lk(Sk).Tk}k∈J = †{lk(Sk).Tk}k∈I∪J
where I ∩ J = ∅.

2. The merge t of two communication types is the following partial operator:

(a) TtT = T.
(b) †{li(Si).Ti}i∈It † {lj(S ′j).T′j}j∈J =445

†{lk(Sk).Tk}k∈I\J∪ † {lk(S ′k).T′k}k∈J\I∪ † {lk(Sk).TktT′k}k∈I∩J
where ∀k ∈ I ∩ J,Sk = S ′k and li = lj only if i = j.

We can now single out, from a local type, the communications toward a
fixed role by means of the projection function pjl. Notice that pjl only takes
into account the explicit communications, not those that could be done after an
inv〈a〉 or an acc〈a〉 type.450

Definition 24 (Projection of local types). Let † ∈ {!, ?}. We define pjl a
mapping from a pair of a local type and a role to a type toward that role.

pjl(r′ † {li(Si).Ti}i∈I , r) =

{
†{li(Si).pjl(Ti, r

′)}i∈I if r = r′

ti∈Ipjl(Ti, r) otherwise.

pjl(inv〈a〉, r) = pjl(acc〈a〉, r) = pjl(end, r) = end

The duality relation ./ on communication types is defined as usual [3]:

Definition 25 (Duality). We define ./ as a binary relation between local types:

Ti ./ T
′
i

!{li(Si).Ti}i∈I ./?{li(Si).Ti′}i∈I
end ./ end

It is easy to verify that if we first project a light global type and then we455

project the obtained local types by exchanging two roles, we get dual commu-
nication types.

Proposition 2. If r1, r2 ∈ role(L) and r1 6= r2 and pj(L, r1) and pj(L, r2) are
defined, then pjl(pj(L, r1), r2) ./ pjl(pj(L, r2), r1) for any L.

This proposition says that the endpoint types obtained from a shared global460

type are always dual to each other. It is intuitive since, by meaning, a global type
describes interactions, which are always composed by a sender and a receiver.

Lastly we are able to define the property of coherence of session environ-
ments:

Definition 26. 1. A session environment ∆ is coherent for s if:465
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(a) s[r] : T, s : M ∈ ∆ imply that T− M�r is defined;

(b) s[ri] : Ti, s[rj ] : Tj , s : M ∈ ∆ with i 6= j imply that

pjl(Ti− M�ri, rj) ./ pjl(Tj− M�rj , ri).

2. A session environment ∆ is coherent if it is coherent for all s ∈ dom(∆).

6. Properties

6.1. Safety of the Lightening Functions 470

In order to discuss the correctness of our lightening function, following [10]
we view light global types with relative sets of declarations as denoting languages
of communications which can occur in multiparty sessions. More formally the
following definition gives a labelled transition system for light global types with
respect to a fixed set of declarations. As usual τ means a silent move, and X 475

means session termination.

Definition 27 (LTS).

[call]
D(a) = L

r calls a
τ−→D L

[red]
r2 6∈ sender(L)

r1 → r2 : l().L
τ−→D L

[end]

end
X−→D

[act]

J 6= {j} or Sj 6= Unit or r2 ∈ sender(L)

r1 → r2 : {lj(Sj).Lj}j∈J
r1→r2:lj(Sj)−−−−−−−−→D Lj

We convene that λ ranges over r1 → r2 : l(S ) and X, and that σ ranges over
sequences of λ. We use the standard notation:

L
λ

=⇒D L′ if L
τ ∗−→D L1

λ−→D L2
τ ∗−→D L′ for some L1,L2

L
λ·σ
=⇒D L′ if L

λ
=⇒D L1

σ
=⇒D L′ for some L1

L
σ·X
=⇒D if L

σ
=⇒D L1

X
=⇒D for some L1

The language generated by L and relative to D is the set of sequences σ
obtained by reducing L using D. We take this language as the meaning of L
relative to D (notation [[L]]D).

Definition 28 (Semantics). [[L]]D = {σ | L σ
=⇒D L′ for some L′ or L

σ
=⇒D}. 480

Soundness of lightening then amounts to show that the functions L and L
preserve the meaning of light global types with respect to the relative sets of
declarations.

Theorem 1 (Soundness). 1. Let L be a light global type with set of decla-
rations D. If L(L) = (L′, D′), then [[L]]D = [[L′]]D′∪D. 485
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2. If L(D) = D′ and a ∈ dom(D), then [[D(a)]]D = [[D′(a)]]D′ .

Proof. 1. The proof is by induction on L and by cases on Definition 10.

(a) If L = r1 → r2 : l().L′′, then L(L) = (L′′, ∅). We conclude since by
Definition 28 and by rule [red] [[L]]D = [[L′′]]D.

490

(b) Let L = C0[r1 → r2 : l().L′′] where C0 = r′1 → r′2 : {lj(Sj).Lj , l
′(S ).C[ ]}j∈J .

By Definition 28 and by rule [act]

[[L]]D =
⋃
j∈J{ r′1 → r′2 : lj(Sj) · σ | σ ∈ [[Lj ]]D }∪
{ r′1 → r′2 : l′(S ) · σ | σ ∈ [[C[r1 → r2 : l().L′′]]]D }

i. If r2 ∈ {r′1, r′2}, then

[[L′]]D =
⋃
j∈J{ r′1 → r′2 : lj(Sj) · σ | σ ∈ [[Lj ]]D }∪
{ r′1 → r′2 : l′(S ) · σ | σ ∈ [[C[L′′]]]D }

We conclude since rule [red] [[C[r1 → r2 : l().L′′]]]D = [[C[L′′]]]D.

ii. If r2 6∈ {r′1, r′2}, then, by rule [call], we have

[[L′]]D′∪D =
⋃
j∈J{ r′1 → r′2 : lj(Sj) · σ | σ ∈ [[ r′2 calls aj ]]D }∪
{ r′1 → r′2 : l′(S ) · σ | σ ∈ [[ r′2 calls a]]D′∪D }

=
⋃
j∈J{ r′1 → r′2 : lj(Sj) · σ | σ ∈ [[Lj ]]D }∪
{ r′1 → r′2 : l′(S ) · σ | σ ∈ [[L′0]]D′∪D }

since we have

D′ =
⋃
j∈J{aj = Lj , a = L′0}i∈J ∪D′0

(L′0, D
′
0) = L(C[r1 → r2 : l().L′′])

We conclude since by induction

[[C[r1 → r2 : l().L′′]]]D = [[L′0]]D′
0∪D = [[L′0]]D′∪D.

2. Let D \ a = {b = L | b = L ∈ D & a 6= b}. By definition of L there are
a1, . . . , am,L1, . . . ,Ln, D1, . . . , Dn, D

′
0, . . . , D

′
n such that:495

(a) D′0 = D
(b) L(D′i(aji)) = (Li+1, Di+1)
(c) D′i+1 = Di+1 ∪ (D′i \ aji) ∪ {aji = Li+1}
(d) D′ = D′n

where ji ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Then the result follows from500

point (1).

For the G and La,Lb,Lc in Figure 3, we get [[G]]∅ = [[La]]{b=Lb,c=Lc,d=Ld}.
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6.2. Subject Reduction

Reduction of session environments is standard in session calculi to take into 505

account how communications modify the types of free channels and queues [3,
11].

Definition 29 (Reduction of session environments). According to the reduction
rules for processes, we define the reduction rules for session environments:

k ∈ I
s[r2] : r1?{li(Si).Ti}i∈I , s : 〈r1, r2, lk〈Sk〉〉 · M⇒ s[r2] : Tk, s : M

k ∈ I
s[r1] : r2!{li(Si).Ti}i∈I , s : M⇒ s[r1] : Tk, s : M · 〈r1, r2, lk〈Sk〉〉

∆1 ⇒ ∆′1
∆1,∆2 ⇒ ∆′1,∆2

It is easy to verify that reduction preserves the coherence of session environ- 510

ments.

Lemma 1. If ∆⇒ ∆′ and ∆ is coherent, then ∆′ is coherent.

Theorem 2 (Subject reduction). If Γ `D P B ∆ and P −→∗ Q and ∆ is
coherent, then there exists ∆′ such that ∆⇒ ∆′ and Γ `D QB∆′.

Proof. The proof is standard by induction on reduction. 515

We put the full proof and auxiliary lemmas in Appendix Appendix A.

Subject Reduction Theorem shows the correspondence between processes
and local types. So as in [7] we can show that well-typed processes satisfy
session fidelity, i.e. that exchanged messages follow the order prescribed by
global types. The Soundness Theorem gives a relation between the messages of 520

a global type and those of its lightening. A similar relation then holds between
the messages in the associated queues.

To formalise this we define that the message queue h′ is a refinement of
the message queue h (notation h′ n h) if h′ is obtained from h by erasing only
messages with empty content. The following two definitions formalise h′ n h: 525

Definition 30. We define erase(h) a mapping from a queue h to another queue
which erases empty-content messages from h:

erase(h) =


erase(h′) if h = m · h′ and m = 〈r, r′, l〈 〉〉
m · erase(h′) if h = m · h′ and m = 〈r, r′, l〈v〉〉
h if h = ε

Definition 31. We say h′ n h if and only if h′ = erase(h).
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To formally state that P will not get stuck during session establishment [link]

or [call], we call a group of processes linkable such that, in the group, when a
process invites others via either [link] or [call] to join a session, this invitation will
be successful, i.e. other processes are able to play the roles requested in the530

invitation:

Definition 32. We say P is linkable if one of the following holds:

1. P0 = a〈s, {r1, ..., rn}〉.P ′0 ∈ P implies that P1 | ... | Pn ∈ P where Pi =
a(yi[ri]).P

′
i for any i = 1..n.

2. P0 = â〈s, {r1, ..., rm, rm+1..., rn}〉.P ′0 ∈ P implies that s : ε ∈ P and535

P1 | ... | Pm | Pm+1 | ... | Pn ∈ P where Pi = a〈s[ri]〉.P ′i for any i = 1..m
and Pj = a(yj [rj ]).P

′
j for any j = (m+ 1)..n.

Moreover, for convenience, we define −→∗ and h/m as follows:

Definition 33. We define −→∗= (−→∗≡) where −→∗ means reflexive and
transitive closure of the relation.540

Definition 34. We define / as an operator taking off a message m from h:

h/m =

{
h′ if h = m · h′

Undefined. otherwise

Now we state the following theorem which formalises the relation between
a L-typed process under D and a L′-typed process under D′ where L(L) =
(L′, D′).545

Theorem 3. Let L be a light global type with set of declarations D and L(L) =
(L′, D′) and

Γ `D P B {s[r] : pj(L, r) | r ∈ role(L)} ∪ {s : ε}

and
Γ `D′ P ′ B {s[r] : pj(L′, r) | r ∈ role(L′)} ∪ {s : ε}.

If P and P ′ are linkable, then

1. P −→∗ Q | s : h implies P ′ −→∗ Q′ | s : h′ for some Q′ and h′ such that
h′ n h;

2. P ′ −→∗ Q′ | s : h′ implies P −→∗ Q | s : h for some Q, h such that h′nh.

Proof.550

1. When P −→∗ Q | s : h. Without loss of generality, assume P = Q1 | s : ε
and P ′ = Q′1 | s : ε.

By Definition 27 and Theorem 1 (Soundness), when h′0 n h0:

(a) If by [bra] Q1 | s : h0 −→ Q2 | s : h0/m and m’s content is not empty555

and h0/m is defined, then Q′1 | s : h′0 −→ Q′2 | s : h′0/m and we have
h′0/mn h0/m.
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(b) If by [bra] Q1 | s : h0 −→ Q2 | s : h0/m and m’s content is empty and
h0/m is defined, then Q′1 | s : h′0 ≡ Q′2 | s : h′0 and we have h′0nh0/m. 560

(c) If by [sel] Q1 | s : h0 −→ Q2 | s : h0 ·m and m’s content is not empty,
then Q′1 | s : h′0 −→ Q′2 | s : h′0 ·m and we have h′0 ·mn h0 ·m.

(d) If by [sel] Q1 | s : h0 −→ Q2 | s : h0 ·m and m’s content is empty, 565

then Q′1 | s : h′0 −→ Q′2 | s : h′0 or Q′1 | s : h′0 ≡ Q′2 | s : h′0 and we
have h′0 n h0 ·m.

(e) If by [call] Q1 | s : h0 −→ Q2 | s : h0 such that h0 = ε and
P0 = â〈s, {r1, ..., rn}〉.Q0 ∈ Q1, then we have a = La ∈ D and 570

a = L′a ∈ D′ where L(La) = (L′a, D
′), and thus we have P ′0 =

â〈s, {r1, ..., rn′}〉.Q′0 ∈ Q′1 and Q′1 | s : h′0 −→ Q′2 | s : h′0 where
h′0 = ε since P ′ is linkable.

After applying (a) - (e) repeatedly, we have P ′ −→∗ Q′ | s : h′ for some
Q′ and h′ such that h′ n h. 575

2. When P ′ −→∗ Q′ | s : h′. Without loss of generality, assume P ′ = Q′1 | s :
ε and P = Q1 | s : ε. By Definition 27 and Theorem 1 (Soundness), when
h′0 n h0:

(f) If by [bra] Q′1 | s : h′0 −→ Q′2 | s : h′0/m and h0/m is defined, then 580

Q1 | s : h0 −→ Q2 | s : h0/m and we have h′0/mn h0/m.

(g) If by [sel] Q′1 | s : h′0 −→ Q′2 | s : h′0 ·m, then Q1 | s : h0 −→ Q2 | s :
h0 ·m and we have h′0 ·mn h0 ·m.

585

(h) If by [call] Q′1 | s : h′0 −→ Q′2 | s : h′0 such that h′0 = ε and P ′0 =
â〈s, {r1, ..., rn′}〉.Q′0 ∈ Q′1, then we have a = L′a ∈ D′, which implies
that a = La ∈ D where L(La) = (L′a, D

′), and thus we have P0 =
â〈s, {r1, ..., rn}〉.Q0 ∈ Q1 and Q1 | s : h0 −→ Q2 | s : h0 where
h0 = ε since P is linkable. 590

After applying (f) - (h) repeatedly, we have P −→∗ Q | s : h for some Q
and h such that h′ n h.

7. Related Works and Conclusion

In the recent literature global types have been enriched in various directions 595

by making them more expressive through roles [5, 12] or logical assertions [13] or
states [14] or monitoring [7], and by making them safer through security levels
for data and participants [15, 16] or reputation systems [17].

Inspired by conversation calculus [18, 19], where roles can dynamically join
and leave, our processes have prefixes inviting roles to join an existing session 600

or accepting to join a new session. In [20] roles are defined as classes of local
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behaviours that an arbitrary and changing number of participants can incar-
nate. Recently, the work [21] proposes a typed framework for the analysis of
multiparty communications with dynamic role authorisation and delegation.

The more related works are [22, 23, 24]. In [22], Demangeon and Honda605

introduce nested protocols, that is, the possibility to define a subprotocol inde-
pendently of its parent protocol, which calls the subprotocol explicitly. Through
a call, arguments can be passed, such as values, roles and other protocols, al-
lowing higher-order description. Therefore global types in [22] are much more
expressive than our light types. Carbone and Montesi [23] propose to merge610

together protocols interleaved in the same choreography into a single global
type, removing costly invitations. Their approach is opposite to ours, and they
deal with implementations, while we deal with types. Caires and Pérez [24]
develop formal relationships between multiparty and binary global types: they
decompose multiparty global types into binary global types using typed medium615

processes. Therefore the goal and the results of [24] differ from ours.
We do not consider session delegation, that needs a careful treatment. In fact

delegation requires two sessions, one in which the delegated channel is active and
the other in which this channel is exchanged. Therefore lightening the global
type of the first session can require to modify the type of the delegated channel620

in the second session. We leave this problem as future work.
The novelty of this paper is a method for lightening (i.e. decomposing) com-

plicated global types by removing redundant interactions and preserving the
order of the remaining interactions. This method produces modularised global
types which are invoked by the calls constructor and together preserve the mean-625

ing of the original type. Moreover, we prove the soundness of the lightening
method and we provide a simple type system enforcing sound behaviours of
endpoint processes and enjoying the property of subject reduction.
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Appendix A. Full Proof and Auxiliary Lemmas for Theorem 2 695

As usual the proof of subject reduction relies on an inversion lemma and a
substation lemma.

Lemma 2 (Inversion lemma).

1. If Γ `D 0B∆, then ∆ is end only.
700

2. If Γ `D a〈s, {r1, ..., rn}〉.P B∆, then Γ `D P B∆, s[r] : pj(D(a), r) and
{r, r1, ..., rn} = role(D(a)).

3. If Γ `D â〈s, {r1, ..., rn}〉.P B∆, then ∆ = ∆′, s[r] : inv〈a〉 and

Γ `D P B∆′, s[r] : pj(D(a), r) and {r1, ..., rn} = role(D(a)). 705

4. If Γ `D a(y[r]).P B∆, then Γ `D P B∆, y[r] : pj(D(a), r).

5. If Γ `D a〈s[r]〉.P B∆, then ∆ = ∆′, s[r] : acc〈a〉 and

Γ `D P B∆′, s[r] : pj(D(a), r). 710

6. If Γ `D u[r]!〈r′, l〈e〉〉.P B ∆, then ∆ = ∆′, u[r] : r′!{li(Si).Ti}i∈I and
l = lk and Γ ` e : Sk and Γ `D P B∆′, u[r] : Tk and k ∈ I.

7. If Γ `D u[r]?〈r′, {li(xi).Pi}i∈I〉B∆, then ∆ = ∆′, u[r] : r′?{li(Si).Ti}i∈I 715

and Γ, x : Si `D P B∆′, u[r] : Ti for all i ∈ I.

8. If Γ `D if e then P else Q B ∆, then Γ ` e : Bool and Γ `D P B ∆ and
Γ `D QB∆.

720

9. If Γ `D P1 | P2B∆, then ∆ = ∆1,∆2 and Γ `D P1B∆1 and Γ `D P2B∆2.

10. If Γ `D s : εB∆, then ∆ = {s : ε}.

11. If Γ `D s : h ·〈r, r′, l〈v〉〉B∆, then ∆ = ∆′, s : M · 〈r, r′, l〈S 〉〉 and Γ ` v : S 725

and Γ `D s : hB∆′, s : M.

12. If Γ `D (νs)P B∆, then ∆ = ∆′ \ s and Γ `D P B∆′ and ∆′ is coherent
for D and s.

Proof. By induction on derivations. 730

Lemma 3 (Substitution lemma).

1. If Γ, x : S `D P B∆ and Γ ` v : S , then Γ `D P{v/x}B∆.

2. If Γ `D P B∆, y[r] : T and s 6∈ dom(∆), then Γ `D P{s/y}B∆, s[r] : T.

Proof. Standard.
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A last lemma deals with the types of queues.735

Lemma 4 (Types of queues). If Γ `D s : 〈r, r′, l〈v〉〉 · hB∆, then

∆ = ∆′, s : 〈r, r′, l〈S 〉〉 · M and Γ ` v : S and Γ `D s : hB∆′, s : M.

Proof. By induction on n we show that, if

Γ `D s : 〈r1, r′1, †1〉 · . . . · 〈rn, r′n, †n〉B∆

then
∆ = ∆′, s : 〈r1, r′1, ‡1 · . . . · 〈rn, r′n, ‡n〉〉

and Γ ` vj : Sj and †j = lj〈vj〉 for j ∈ J . The first step follows from Lemma
2.10. The induction step follows from Lemma 2.11.

Theorem 4 (Invariance of types by structural congruence). If Γ `D P B∆ and
P ≡ Q, then Γ `D QB∆.

Proof. The proof is by induction on ≡ defined in Figure 6. We only consider740

the case s : h ·m1 ·m2 · h′ ≡ s : h ·m2 ·m1 · h′ since m1 ·m2 y m2 ·m1. By the
proof of Lemma 4

Γ `D s : h ·m1 ·m2 · h′ B∆

implies ∆ = ∆′, s : M0 · M1 · M2 · M3 and Γ `D s : h B ∆′, s : M0, Γ `D s : m1 B
∆′, s : M1, Γ `D s : m2 B ∆′, s : M2 and Γ `D s : h′ B ∆′, s : M3. It is easy to
verify that745

Γ `D s : h ·m2 ·m1 · h′ B∆′, s : M0 · M2 · M1 · M3
Since m1 ·m2 y m2 ·m1 implies M2 · M1 y M1 · M2 we derive

Γ `D s : h ·m2 ·m1 · h′ B∆′, s : M0 · M1 · M2 · M3

by rule [T-equiv].

Theorem 2 : Subject reduction . If Γ `D PB∆ and P −→∗ Q and ∆ is coherent,
then there exists ∆′ such that ∆⇒ ∆′ and Γ `D QB∆′.

Proof. By induction on the reduction rules and by cases on the last applied rule.750

1. Rule [Link]. In this case P = a〈s, {r1, ..., rn}〉.P ′ | a(y1[r1]).P1 | ... | a(yn[rn]).Pn
and

Γ `D P B∆. (A.1)

By applying Lemma 2.9 to (A.1), we get

Γ `D a〈s, {r1, ..., rn}〉.P ′ B∆1 (A.2)

Γ `D a(y1[r1]).P1 | ... | a(yn[rn]).Pn B∆2 (A.3)
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where ∆ = ∆1,∆2. By applying Lemma 2.2 to (A.2), we have

Γ `D P ′ B∆1, s[r] : pj(D(a), r) (A.4)

{r, r1...rn} = role(D(a)) (A.5)

By applying Lemma 2.9 n times to (A.3), we have for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}: 755

Γ `D a(yi[ri]).Pi B∆′i (A.6)

where
⋃

1≤i≤n ∆′i = ∆2. By applying Lemma 2.4 to (A.6), we have for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}:

Γ `D Pi B∆′i, yi[ri] : pj(D(a), ri) (A.7)

so that ∆2 =
⋃

1≤i≤n ∆′i. By applying Lemma 3 to (A.7), we have for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}:

Γ `D Pi{s/yi}B∆′i, s[ri] : pj(D(a), ri) (A.8)

By applying rule [T-par] n+ 1 times to (A.4) and (A.8), we derive 760

Γ `D P ′ | P1{s/y1} | ... | Pn{s/yn}B
∆1,∆2,

⋃
r′∈role(D(a))

{s[r′] : pj(D(a), r′)} (A.9)

By rule [T-qnull], we derive

Γ `D s : εB {s : ε} (A.10)

By applying rule [T-par] to (A.9) and (A.10), we derive

Γ `D P ′ | P1{s/y1} | ... | Pn{s/yn} | s : εB

∆1,∆2,
⋃

r′∈role(D(a))

{s[r′] : pj(D(a), r′)} ∪ {s : ε}(A.11)

Let pj(D(a), r′) = Tr′ for r′ ∈ role(D(a)). The remainders Tr′ − ε �
r′ = Tr′ are defined for all r′ ∈ role(D(a)). Moreover pjl(Tr′ , r

′′) ./
pjl(Tr′′ , r

′) for all r′, r′′ ∈ role(D(a)) with r′ 6= r′′ by Proposition 2. 765

Thus ∆1,∆2,
⋃

r′∈role(D(a)){s[r′] : pj(D(a), r′)} ∪ {s : ε} is coherent since

∆1,∆2 is coherent. Then we can apply rule [T-news] to (A.11) and derive

Γ `D (νs)(P ′ | P1{s/y1} | ... | Pn{s/yn} | s : ε)B∆1,∆2 (A.12)

2. Rule [call]. In this case P = (νs)(P0) | a(y1[rm+1]).Pm+1 | ... | a(yn−m[rn]).Pn
where

P0 = â〈s, {r1, ..., rm, rm+1..., rn}〉.P ′ | a〈s[r1]〉.P1 | ... | a〈s[rm]〉.Pm | s : ε
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and
Γ `D P B∆ (A.13)

By applying Lemma 2.9 to (A.13), we have

Γ `D (νs)P0 B∆1 (A.14)

Γ `D a(y1[rm+1]).Pm+1 | ... | a(yn−m[rn]).Pn B∆2 (A.15)

where ∆ = ∆1,∆2. By applying Lemma 2.12 to (A.14), we have770

Γ `D P0 B∆0 (A.16)

and ∆1 = ∆0 \ s and ∆0 is coherent for D and s. By applying Lemma 2.9
m+ 2 times to (A.16), we have

Γ `D â〈s, {r1, ..., rm, rm+1, ..., rn}〉.P ′ B∆′0 (A.17)

Γ `D a〈s[ri]〉.Pi B∆′i for 1 ≤ i ≤ m (A.18)

Γ `D s : εB {s : ε} (A.19)

where
⋃

0≤i≤m ∆′i∪{s : ε} = ∆0. Similarly, by applying Lemma 2.9 n−m
times to (A.15), we have

Γ `D a(yi[rm+j ]).Pm+j B∆′m+j for 1 ≤ j ≤ n−m (A.20)

where
⋃

1≤j≤n−m ∆′m+j = ∆2. By applying Lemma 2.3 to (A.17), we have775

∆′0 = ∆′′0 , s[r] : inv〈a〉 and

Γ `D P ′ B∆′′0 , s[r] : pj(D(a), r) (A.21)

{r, r1, ..., rn} = role(D(a)) (A.22)

By applying Lemma 2.5 to (A.18), we have ∆′i = ∆′′i , s[ri] : acc〈a〉 for
1 ≤ i ≤ m and

Γ `D Pi B∆′′i , s[ri] : pj(D(a), ri) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m (A.23)

By applying Lemma 2.4 to (A.20), we have for 1 ≤ j ≤ n−m

Γ `D Pm+j B∆′m+j , yj [rm+j ] : pj(D(a), rm+j) (A.24)

By applying Lemma 3 to (A.24), we have for 1 ≤ j ≤ n−m780

Γ `D Pm+j{s/yj}B∆′m+j , s[rm+j ] : pj(D(a), rm+j) (A.25)

By applying [T-par] n+2 times to (A.19), (A.21), (A.23), and (A.25), taking
into account (A.22), we derive

Γ `D P ′ | P1 | ... | Pm | Pm+1{s/y1} | ... | Pn{s/yn−m} | s : εB

∆1,∆2,
⋃

r′∈role(D(a)){s[r′] : pj(D(a), r′)} ∪ {s : ε} (A.26)
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since ∆1 =
⋃

0≤i≤m ∆′′i due to ∆1 = ∆0 \ s. Reasoning as the case of rule
[link], we can show that

∆1,∆2,
⋃

r′∈role(D(a))

{s[r′] : pj(D(a), r′)} ∪ {s : ε}

is coherent. Therefore we can apply rule [T-news] to (A.26) and derive

Γ `D (νs)(P ′ | P1 | ... | Pm | Pm+1{s/y1} | ... | Pn{s/yn−m} | s : ε)B∆

3. Rule [sel]. In this case P = s[r1]!〈r2, l〈e〉〉.P ′ | s : h and e ↓ v and

Γ `D P B∆. (A.27)

By applying Lemma 2.9 to (A.27), we get

Γ `D s[r1]!〈r2, l〈v〉〉.P ′ B∆1 (A.28)

Γ `D s : hB∆2, (A.29)

where ∆ = ∆1,∆2. By applying Lemma 2.6 to (A.28), we have 785

∆1 = ∆′1, s[r1] : r2!{li(Si).Ti}i∈I (A.30)

l = lk

Γ `D P ′ B∆′1, s[r1] : Tk (A.31)

Γ ` e : Sk (A.32)

and k ∈ I. By (A.32) and e ↓ v, we have

Γ ` v : Sk (A.33)

By applying Lemma 2.10 and 2.11 to (A.29), we have ∆2 = ∆′2, s : M. By
applying rule [T-q] to (A.29) and (A.33), we derive

Γ `D s : h · 〈r1, r2, l〈v〉〉B∆′2, s : M · 〈r1, r2, l〈Sk〉〉 (A.34)

By applying rule [T-par] to (A.31) and (A.34), we derive

Γ `D s : h · 〈r1, r2, l〈v〉〉 | P ′ B∆′1,∆
′
2, s : M · 〈r1, r2, l〈Sk〉〉, s[r1] : Tk

By Definition 29,

∆⇒ ∆′1,∆
′
2, s : M · 〈r1, r2, l〈Sk〉〉, s[r1] : Tk

and this concludes the proof.
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4. Rule [bra]. In this case P = s : 〈r2, r1, lk〈v〉〉 · h | s[r1]?〈r2, {li(xi).P ′i}i∈I〉
and k ∈ I and

Γ `D P B∆. (A.35)
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By applying Lemma 2.9 to (A.35), we get

Γ `D s : 〈r2, r1, l〈v〉〉 · hB∆1, (A.36)

Γ `D s[r1]?〈r2, {li(xi).P ′i}i∈I〉B∆2 (A.37)

where ∆ = ∆1,∆2. By applying Lemma 4 to (A.36), we get

Γ `D s : hB∆′1, s : M (A.38)

∆1 = ∆′1, s : 〈r2, r1, lk〈S 〉〉 · M
Γ ` v : S (A.39)

By applying Lemma 2.7 to (A.37), we have795

∆2 = ∆′2, s[r1] : r2?{li(Si).Ti}i∈I
∀i ∈ I : Γ, xi : Si `D P ′i B∆′2, s[r1] : Ti (A.40)

The coherence of ∆ implies S = Sk. By applying Lemma 3 to (A.40) and
(A.39) we get

Γ `D P ′k{v/xk}B∆′2, s[r1] : Tk (A.41)

By applying rule [T-par] to (A.38) and (A.41), we derive

Γ `D s : h | P ′k{v/xk}B∆′1,∆
′
2, s : M, s[r1] : Tk.

By Definition 29,
∆⇒ ∆′1,∆

′
2, s : M, s[r1] : Tk

and this concludes the proof.
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